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ABSTRACT 
A class of matrices is identified for which additions of positive numbers to the 
diagonal cause nonincreasing changes to the row sums of the absolute values of the 
inverse matrices. Thus, the infinity norms of the inverses of such matrices can be 
compared by examining changes on the diagonal. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the error analysis of finite difference methods applied to linear 
boundary value problems, one wishes to bound the infinity norm (maximum 
row sum of absolute values) of a matrix inverse. Often there is another matrix 
the norm of whose inverse is a bound. For example, in [4] it is shown that the 
infinity norm of the inverse of the tridiagonal matrix with 2+ d, on the 
diagonal, di >, 0, and - l’s on the super- and subdiagonals is bounded by 
the infinity norm of the inverse of the tridiagonal with 2 + min,d i on the 
diagonal and - l’s on the super- and subdiagonals. The fact that both 
matrices have positive inverses (that is, ah elements of the inverses are 
positive) and the following Theorem 1.1 make the comparison possible. 
THEOREM 1.1 [3, p. 3621. Zf A and B are matrices for which A-’ > 0 
a&B-‘>O, thenB>A implies that B-’ < A-‘. Thus, if the elements of A 
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are increased to give the matrix B, then the elements of A-’ are decreased to 
give B-‘. 
(Diagonally dominant M-matrices are probably the most familiar matrices 
with positive inverses [l].) 
The purpose of this paper is to identify some matrices where comparison 
of infinity norms is easy. Specifically, the goal is to find matrices for which 
the addition of positive numbers to the diagonal of the matrix gives a new 
matrix whose inverse has a smaller infinity norm than the infinity norm of the 
inverse of the original matrix. It is clear from Theorem 1.1 that a matrix with 
a positive inverse has this property as long as the matrix formed by adding to 
the diagonal also has a positive inverse. 
In what follows, the term row sum of a matrix will refer to the sum of 
absolute values of the elements in one row of that matrix. The theorems here 
about the infinity norm decreasing are based on the two sufficient conditions 
that each element decreases in magnitude, and that each row sum decreases 
in magnitude. 
It is first shown that if positive additions to the diagonal decrease the 
magnitude (without changing the sign) of each element of the inverse of a 
certain type of matrix (type I), then the matrix has a positve inverse (or is 
sign similar to such a matrix). Comparison of these matrices is essentially 
covered by Theorem 1.1. 
It is next shown that the class of matrices whose inverses are diagonally 
dominant with a nonnegative diagonal have the property that the addition of 
a positive number to the diagonal of the matrix produces a new matrix the 
row sums of whose inverse are less than or equal to the corresponding row 
sums of the inverse of the original. Also, the required conditions are present 
in the new matrix so that another addition can be made to the diagonal 
without increasing the row sums of the inverse. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAE 
An n X n matrix will be called sign simikw to another matrix if the 
matrices are similar in the usual sense and the transformation matrix is a 
diagonal matrix with any combination of + l’s and - l’s on its diagonal. 
Thus, T is sign similar to STS-‘, where S = diag(s,, ss,. . . , s,,), and each si is 
+l or -1. 
A matrix T is of type Z if T has an inverse T- ’ = A = (ai j) with a 
positive diagonal, a ii > 0, and no zero elements, ai j # 0. Zero elements are 
excluded because they cause difficulty when the signs of elements of A are 
studied. 
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A matrix T is of type ZZ if T has an inverse T- ’ = A = ( aij) with a 
nonnegative diagonal, a,, > 0. Here zero elements are allowed in the inverse. 
The change in a matrix inverse due to a change in the original matrix can 
be found with the Sherman-Morrison formula [2, p. 1611. Let T = (tij) and 
T* = ( ti; ) have the same elements as T except for one diagonal element, 
t& = t,, + d. Assuming T is nonsingnlar, let its inverse be A = (ai j). Further 
assuming 1 + a,,d # 0, so that T* is nonsingnlar, let the inverse of T* be 
A* = (a ;). The formula for the elements a G in terms of the elements a i j is 
u,; = 
uij +(uijukk - ui,ukj)d 
l+uk,d . 
(2.1) 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Two theorems will be given in this section. The first theorem shows that 
matrices sign similar to matrices with positive inverses are the only ones of a 
large class of matrices (matrices of type I where the sign pattern of the 
inverse is preserved) in which each element of the inverse decreases in 
magnitude with an addition to the diagonal. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T = (tij) be an n X n matrix of type I with inverse 
A = (uij). Let T*= (t,;) have the same elements us T except for one 
diagonal element, t,_?jj = t,, + d, where d is positive. T* is nonsingular, since 
1+ u,,d # 0, so let (T*)-’ be A*. Finally, ussum.e the sign puttern.s of A 
and A* are the same: sgn uii = sgn a$ which will certainly be true if d is 
mull enough. It follows that if luij( > lu$l for all i, j, then T is sign similar 
to a matrix with a positive inverse. 
Proof. The requirement (a, j] > ]a;] can be expanded with (2.1) to 
lUijl > uij - 
ui/cu/cjd 
l+u,,d ’ 
Since ukk and d are positive, and sgn a i j = sgn a 6, the requirement is 
sgnuij = (sgnuik)(sgnukj). 
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Letting i = j, we have sgn aik = sgnaki for all i. Thus, the above formula for 
sgn a i j can be written 
sEPaij= (s@aik)(sPajk) forall i, j. 
Now considering sgn aik as si for all i, we have sgn aij = sisj. Thus, A can 
be written in the form A = SMS’, where M > 0 and S = diag(s,, ss,. . . , sn). 
Now if A can be written in that form, then T is sign similar to a matrix with 
a positive inverse. This completes the proof of the theorem. n 
In Theorem 3.1, T is a matrix of type I and an addition is made to its 
diagonal. If each element of T- ’ decreases in magnitude, while keeping the 
same sign, then T is sign similar to a matrix with positive inverse. Compari- 
son of such matrices can be effected with Theorem 1.1. 
The second theorem identifies a class of matrices for which a positive 
addition to the diagonal of a matrix T causes each row sum of T- ’ to 
decrease. Considering the row sums is of course more difficult than consider- 
ing individual elements. The requirement that the row sums decrease with an 
addition to the diagonal of T is 
i l’ijl ’ ,fIllui+jI 
j=l 
(34 
for all i, and d > 0. Attention is again restricted to matrices of type I, so that 
ukk > 0. Separating the j = k term from the sums, we have 
The expressions on both sides of this inequality are functions of d. At d = 0, 
both functions are zero. The derivative of the left side at d = 0 is laiklukk, 
while the derivative of the right side can be found using the formula 
I f( d ) I) = [sgn f( d )] f’( d ) when f( d ) + 0. That derivative is 
as long as the expression in parentheses is not zero for all j # k. For matrices 
of type I, a i j # 0, so that the derivative exists at d = 0 and is 
-‘ik 2 (S@aij)akj* 
j#k 
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Thus, a necessary condition for (3.1) is 
l”iklakk ’ - aik t (sgnaij)akj~ 
j#k 
or 
akk’ - cSgnaik) i (sgnaij)ukj for ail i. 
j#k 
Although this condition is required, it seems too complicated to be useful. 
However, a simple condition somewhat like the condition above is that T-’ 
is diagonally dominant. This condition is strong enough to cause the row 
sums of T- ’ to be nonincreasing for increasing positive d. It is also possible 
to enlarge the class of matrices under consideration from type I to type II. 
The following theorem gives the result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let T be an n X n matrix of type II, and let T*, A, and 
A* be defined us in Theorem 3.1. If A is diagonally dominant, then T* is of 
type II, A* is diagonally dominant, and each row sum of A is greater than or 
equal to the corresponding TOW sum of A*. 
Proof. The diagonal dominance condition on A is, by definition, 
'ii a i l'ijl for each row i. (3.2) 
j#i 
As mentioned in Theorem 3.1, the existence of the inverse of T* follows, 
since 1 + u,,d # 0. Now the diagonal of A* is 
The matrix A is diagonally dominant, and aii,akk > 0, so ai, > lajkj and 
akk >, la&l. Thus, uiiakk - uikaki 2 0 and a z is nonnegative, and it follows 
that T* is a matrix of type II. 
Now it must be shown that A* is diagonally dominant, or 
a: > 5 luI?;.I for ah i. 
j+i 
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The case i = k is easy, since in that case a; = ai j/(l + a,&) and the result 
follows directly from (3.2). 
Now consider the general case i # k. Multiplying the diagonal dominance 
condition for row k of matrix A by laikl, 
IuikIUkk a laikl $ l’kjl. 
j#k 
(3.3) 
Replacing luikl on the left by a larger quantity, (3.2), we have 
‘ii - f laijl ukk a l”ikl I? l’kjl’ 
j#i,k j#k 
Now keeping a few terms on the left, 
aiiakk- laikl lakil > ‘kkji kl”ijl+ l’ikl 5 l’kjl* 
j#i,k 
The absolute values on the left may be removed by adding luikl lokil - uikaki9 
which is greater than or equal to zero, to the left side. Multiplying the 
resulting inequality by d and adding (3.2) gives 
uii+ (Uiiukk - Uikuki)d ~ ~ l~ijl+ ~ IUijlUkkd 
j+i j#i,k 
$- 5 I’ikI I’kjId* 
j+i,k 
The elementary inequality 
can be used to replace the right side by a smaller quantity, 
Uii+(UiiUkk-UikUki)d > 2 lUij+(UijUkk-UikUkj)dI+ IUikl. 
jfi,k 
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Dividing by the positive quantity 1-t a,,d results in the inequality 
a: 2 f: (a$. 
j#i 
This completes the proof that the matrix A* is diagonally dominant. 
The next part of the proof is to show that each row sum of A is greater 
than or equal to the corresponding row sum of A*. Starting with (3.3) and 
adding 
‘kk j$klaijl 
to both sides, we have 
f laijlS laikli?k~akjl* 
jfk ‘# 




kkj~llaijld 2 i l’ijl+ l’ikl 
j#k 
n 
+ C (laijlakk + l’ikl lakjl)d’ (3.5) 
j#k 
Now l+ a,,d is a factor of the left side of (3.5). On the right, laikl = 
(1 + Ukkd )lU,“kl by (2.I), and the elementary inequality (3.4) can be used to 
reduce the expression so that, dividing both sides of (3.5) by (I+ akkd), 
i lUij(>/ 2 la$(. 
j=l j=l 
This completes the proof of the theorem. H 
Theorem 3.2 can be used as follows. Start with a matrix of type II which 
has a diagonally dominant inverse, and add numbers to its diagonal. Each 
time this is done, the row sums of the inverse will not increase, the matrices 
produced will remain of type II, and the inverses will remain diagonally 
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dominant. The infinity norm of the inverse of the original matrix will bound 
the infinity norms of the inverses of all the matrices so produced. 
The following example gives some justification of the requirement in the 
definition of type II matrices that the diagonal of the inverse matrix be 
nonnegative. The matrix 
T= -2 0 
I I 0 1 
has a diagonally dominant inverse, but a negative number on the diagonal of 
the inverse. If 1 is added to the (1,l) element of T, the resulting matrix has 
an inverse with a row sum larger than the corresponding row sum of T-‘. If 1 
is added again to the (1,l) element, a singular matrix is produced. 
The diagonal dominance requirement in Theorem 3.2 is certainly too 
strong. An example of a matrix of type II which does not have a diagonally 
dominant inverse but for which any addition to the diagonal gives a matrix 
whose inverse has smaller row sums is the 4 x 4 tridiagonal with 2’s on the 
diagonal and - l’s on the super- and subdiagonals. This matrix and matrices 
resulting from additions to its diagonal have positive inverses [5, p. 851. Thus, 
Theorem 1.1 shows that the row sums decrease. 
The referees’ comments and corrections to improve this presentation are 
greatly appreciated. 
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